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Monthly Status Report
Prime Focus Imaging Spectrograph

September 2004

K. Nordsieck

Optics 

• Optomechanical progress (Pilot Group / Alan Schier).  The camera is assembled, and testing
has begun.  A delay of about three weeks resulted from three small problems, all resolved: an
alignment problem, an incorrect dimension in the baffling, and a small leak in the quartet. 
Delivery is expected the week of October 11.

• Alignment of the collimator optics was completed.  This required a small amount of shimming
and some adjustments but generally went smoothly.  The collimator doublet position was set
by autocollimation.  The monochromatic image quality looks excellent visually with a 12.5
micron pinhole.  The doublet focus travel was a factor of two below specification.  To allow
for known temperature effects, the center of focus travel will need to be optimized using a
quantitative analysis of focus which will be done with the PFIS camera and detector.

• The testing and calibration optics was installed on the structure, and the collimator exit pupil
placement was verified by observing the image of the entrance pupil.

• Slitmask cutting:  a slitmask jig for the long slit has been tested by cutting a full-length slit.

• The 900 l/mm VPH grating has been returned by Wasatch following recapping and retesting. 
The UV throughput meets specification.  All five VPH gratings have been shipped to
OptoSigma for anti-reflection coating.

• Three of the four order-blocking filters have been delivered; the fourth is expected next week. 
A measurement verified that the filters easily meet the tight parfocalization specification.

• The 18 calcite beamsplitter wedges were received following AR coating at OptoSigma.  They
will be shipped to Alan Schier for assembly after receipt of the camera.

Mechanical 

• Integration:
- Installed on the structure the slitmask, shutter and etalon slides. Currently finishing in-situ

wiring of etalon mechanisms.
- Working to get all the cable routes and lengths defined on the structure.
- Received the curved I-Beams from Rutgers, and did a test fit on the structure. Now working

with Physics Shop to have the detent rails mounted. 
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• Mechanisms:
- The beamsplitter frame and insertion mechanism has been fabricated, tested and anodized.

It will be integrated onto the grating structure within the week. 
- Design of the baffling is progressing - have designed the rollers and will work the

stationary baffling around that. 
- Seven (six plus a spare) final grating holders have been fabricated.
- Fifty Fabry-Perot filter holders have been fabricated at Rutgers; four order-separator filter

holders are being fabricated in the Wisconsin Physics shop. 
- A prototype improved slitmask holder was made and tested in the slitmask mechanism.
- Aligned and glued in the waveplate encoder rings; plan to have waveplate final assembled

within days. 

Control 

• The PCON/PDET camera interface: received several updates from SAAO,  which were
installed and tested.  The new GUI/data socket scheme appears to work  nicely, eliminating
the LabVIEW crashes we had previously seen. 

• Looked into the FITS representation of CCD Mosaics with the intent of  making the PFIS
images compatible with DS9 as an image viewer and IRAF as a reduction tool.  Made
progress, but some issues remain to be solved. 

• Received thermocouple interfaces and started rewiring to accommodate them.

• PI tool.  Continued work on the spectrum generator (SGEN) and exposure time calculator
(ETC):  
- On the spectrum generator, we had observed some very long execution times on some

operating systems; this has been fixed, with improved performance  all around.
Implemented the following drop-down menu options: File-Open  (User supplied
spectrum), View-Wavelength Zoom, View-Default Wavelength Range, View-
Wavelength Limit. Modified the scaling options to provide "sticky" scaling behavior.

- On the exposure time calculator, we have completed the basic calculations (SNR as a
function of exposure time and vice versa) for  imaging mode.  The ETC GUI is next.

Management

• Working on the 2004 Quarter 3 Quarterly Report.

Etalons (Ted Williams) 

• We have completed the measurement of the medium resolution etalon, and are preparing a
report.  The results are very similar to those for the Low Resolution etalon, with resolution
and finesse about 25% lower than expected.  We expect that the science goals can still be
accomplished with this performance
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• The filter vendor raised a question about the effects of the ±15% of FWHM tolerance of the
central wavelengths and bandpasses of the filters, pointing out that in the worst case, this
could result in adjacent filters having essentially no overlap.  After some significant
calculations and consultations within the PFIS group, we decided to request the vendor to
build every other filter on the list (i.e., the odd-numbered filters) with the central
wavelengths and bandpasses as originally specified.  We will analyze the as-built results for
these filters and decide how to proceed with the rest of the filters.  Options include either
modifying central wavelengths and/or bandpasses, or ordering additional filters, if significant
gaps appear.

• The high resolution etalon delivery schedule has slipped.  At the end of September, it was
undergoing final polishing at the vendors.  A delay in delivery until the end of October is
likely.
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Activities for the next month

• Optics
- Receive camera.
- Align camera.
- Mount waveplates.

• Mechanical

- Detailed design of electronics box covers.
- Continue to design baffling.
- Integrate articulation, filter, grating mechanisms when camera arrives.

• Opto-Mechanical
- Start beamsplitter frame fabrication.

• Control
- Continue fabrication of final wire harness.
- Continue high-level interface coding.
- Finish PI tool spectrum generator.
- Continue Java coding of the PFIS PI Planning Tool.

•  Fabry-Perot
- write test report for second etalon.

• Detector
- Implement FITS header update interface.
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